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ABSTRACT 

The study focuses on Strategic Human Resource Management (SHRM), which is considered as 

central to any organization, but mostly taken as internal organizational matter, however the reality is 

that it is influenced by various factors including many external ones too. The motivation behind this 

article is to present a conceptual framework for examining SHRM in the context of Supply Chain 

Management (SCM). We present a system which distinguishes  factors that determine whether 

embracing a Supply Chain Management  (SCM) explains the possibilities that shape SHRM practices 

as required to accomplish and get benefit from SCO. Therefore, we relied on existing literature 

associated with SCM an SHRM. The study firstly highlights the significance of human resource 

management, and then it stretches the limit of administration and HR frameworks from a single 

organizational focus to intra-organizational and  hierarchical connections between SHRM an SCO. 

Then we propose a system for comprehension of the connections between HR frameworks and SCO, 

and administrating human resource for efficiency and effectiveness. After then, we also deliberated 

upon past studies about managing human resources and furnishing a proper system to effectuate 

research in the SCM orientation. Lastly, we offer suggestions for future research, alongside dishing 

out for both academicians and practitioners. 

Keywords: Strategic Human Resource Management, Supply Chain Management, Strategic Fit, asset 

administration. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Supply chain management is essential for any organization, for providing products as well as services 

to the customers, well in time. This not only enhances efficiency and effectiveness within the 

organization, but also provides satisfaction to the employees. Eventually it builds up an environment 

of trust between the customers and the company (Grayson et al., 2008). However, supply chain 

management needs to be ensured by establishing its orientation at the workplace (Beske et al., 2014) 

in such a way, where human resource management principles come into play practically. Among 

various resources, human resource is considered as the vital asset for any organization (Mueller, F., 

1996)., therefore for supply chain, human resource also plays its essential role. Human resource needs 

to be strategically planned and managed, specifically having orientation towards supply chain, in such 

a way that it trickles down to hold organizational levels. Examining key Strategic Human Resource 

Management (SHRM) factors can be based on Supply Chain Management and most SHRM studies 

have concentrated on single, central association, and on practices happening inside the firm (Lengnick 

et al., 2013), however, the systematic management of human resources and practices can be 

strategized outside as well, to attain its objectives more effectively. Relying on human resource 
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management, it is pertinent to mention that this resource not only needs to be aligned with the 

organizational culture and oriented to the supply chain processes, but it also needs to be well 

strategically planned and managed based on flexibility. Especially in the context of South Asia, 

Pakistani perspective, supply chain orientation is vital to have organizational fit and flexibility. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Prior research shows that both outer as well as inner connections and networks need to be attained for 

success and execution (Barney, 1986), and contemplating SHRM in the production network extends  

the limits of the field to incorporate  authoritative connections that help key objectives’ fulfillment. 

Conventional and traditional organizations followed various different production patterns and then 

processes of supply chain, which may provide benefit to the organizations, however some new efforts 

have been put into thought in respect to supply chain management which include enhanced 

collaboration and coordination (Smith, et al., 1995). It has become important because they expanded 

the concept of productivity and performance based on co-advancement and co-creation (Ragatz et al, 

2002). Researchers are of the opinion that flexibility, who are sterility, and collaboration can be more 

useful for production network (Christopher & Peck, 2004). This can empower the human resources in 

such a way that quality can be enhanced, and adaptability be embraced (Niezen et al., 2007). Supply 

chain management administration and their practices are undoubtedly the result of managing the 

customers and satisfying their needs (Ketchen & Hult, 2007), which ultimately creates a synergistic 

production network within the organization, providing a greater assistance for better performance 

strategically. 

The production-oriented organizations focus on greater market share, much better rate of 

return and maximization of the profit (Crook, et al., 2008), They need implementation of the revised 

production-oriented system and manufacturing network in such a way that their profit flows 

automatically based on all the functional you're not off supply chain (Min et al., 2007). current market 

is expanding quickly, and organizations are trying to adopt modern technologies in managing supply 

chain, through human resource management strategically. The manufacturing and production-oriented 

organizations try to reevaluate they're conventional systems of supply chain, their ability call mom 

logistics, operations, procurement and even advertisement to maximize their profits through efficient 

networking of the units within the firm (Mentzer, Stank, & Esper, 2008). The Existing review of 

literature proposes that various human resource frameworks including HR standard, approaches, 

systematic programs and structural human resource engineering to be considered for organizations 

(Takeuchi et al, 2009).  

Various studies have been carried out 4 production administration and coordination of the 

activities related to manufacturing and production while that seems that little consideration has been 

given to analyze how human resources if managed strategically can impact supply chain (Gowen & 

Tallon, 2003).  

There exists various point of views related to human resource management (Wright & Snell, 

1998), However the motivation behind this article is too for the explain the concept of strategic human 

resource management frameworks in line with supply chain management in South Asian perspective, 

where we consider various possibilities do enhance the capacity of the organization, increase the 

benefits to be gained from supply chain management, and overall profitability of the organization. 

Our central thrust is based on comprehending the human resource management in order to leverage 

the profits from supply chain orientation, because human resource frameworks maybe deliberated to 

help manufacturing and production systems through empowerment of human resources.  

Conceptual Model  

Prior studies recommended that the human resource frameworks can impact the employees and their 

practices, and this is done through the work environment (Schneider, Ehrhart, & Macey, 2011). 

Researchers argue that if the organizational system and the environment is efficient and more 

effective, the employees work as per better standards and approaches, thus human resource 

framework work efficiently, this can all be seen in the implementation of the work in the organization 

(Becker & Gerhart, 1996; Lepak et al., 2004). On the other hand, a manufacturing and production-

oriented network is based on the environment that is both inside and outside the organization, 

including the steps and parts of supply chain management. If I continue to support is provided from 

human resource management, the supply chain orientation can accentuate with the ability to improve 

the operational aspects, the production and adequacy (Mentzer et al., 2001; Min et al., 2007). In this 
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way organizational profitability can be enhanced, with the well-established supply chain management 

having solid foundation, the whole system pushed towards proficiency and new interventions 

(Lengnick et. al., 1999).  

Literature suggests that there are seven important standards that can be predictable based on 

the efforts hand production integration conditions. Firstly, the human resource frameworks and supply 

chain orientation have a strong association among all of their elements (Hitt, Hoskisson, & Ireland, 

2001), Therefore the organizations need to administer their goals and objectives by considering assets, 

their operations, and positioning of an organization (Ireland et al., 2002). Contrary to other 

organizations, this a linkage if it's established by the companies, which is mutually dependent, is 

based on organizations assets (Jiang, Tao, & Santoro, 2010). Here the organization needs to configure 

human resource frameworks with supply chain orientation, and thus this can enhance the strength of 

organization for better configuration, less mistakes and errors in organizational functioning, and more 

rational oriented system (Johnson, 1999).  

Secondly, human resource frameworks it can be designed in such a way that it establishes or 

trust oriented environment where knowledge can be imported and shared easily. This Nexus of human 

resource framework and supply chain orientation can help organizations to establish more trust and 

thus achieving organizational objectives easily (Ring & Van de Ven, 1994). The major piece for trust 

can be monetary as well as non-monetary, but actually it depends on the degree and the percentage of 

the resource allocation in the framework (Luo, 2008). Space, human resource managers need to 

entertain more rational oriented approaches including empowering the people, sharing data, and 

wisely assessing the monetary speculation related to the organization. 

Thirdly, human resource frameworks and supply chain orientation need to keep an open-door 

policy where learning should happen, where employees are empowered to work jointly with activities 

and responsibilities, this not only helps the organization to achieve its objectives but also will create 

an environment of learning and enhancing the abilities which establish creating better supply chain 

management (Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999).  

Fourthly, the human resource management framework can be also enhanced based on 

supplies and orientation, where standards are followed, people are empowered, information and data 

flows, and stakes are particularly secured. Such organizational framework depends on mutual 

understanding, trust and specially functionality depending on effective communication. Such a system 

creates a sport for improvement of work standards, based on budgetary allocation with recognition 

and value addition. 

Fifthly, Human resource framework can be established in such a way that they provide 

organizational support at both levels, basic as well as specific in nature. As human resource 

frameworks or of varied nature, they can help organization to establish stronger system, better 

collaboration, and achieving higher standards. In this way if the employees at the workplace 

participate, but success strategies can be established, a healthy environment prevails based on human 

resource framework in line with supply chain orientation. 

Sixthly, by following the supply chain management steps, human resource perspective gets 

clearer for the organizations, as it is based on the requirement and demand of the human resources 

based on their technical abilities, analytically abilities, and alike. this would also help organizations to 

hire the right kind of people with the right percentage at different stages. 

Seventhly, the integration and synergy between supply chain orientation and human resource 

frameworks at the workplace can bring efficiency as well as effectiveness at the grassroot level of the 

organization, while side by side the extra effort and steps maybe eliminated to reduce the waste. This 

can create a strategy to prioritize major steps and follow them instead of having deviation towards 

minor ones. 

 

ANALYSIS AND NARRATION   

Strategic Human Resource Management in Pakistani Perspective 

In the South Asian perspective, especially in the context of Pakistan, it is well conceptualized that 

HRM manages the obligations, capacities, practices and vitality of workers. In this environment, the 

level of HRM practices don't demonstrate much formalized structure as in Pakistan the issue of 

customary administration is obliged  to convert it to HRM conceptualization, which holds true in 

letter and spirit. There exists a culture, where objectives are devised and focused and the 
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organizational managers and supervisors try to connect human resource management of organizations 

to orient themselves towards that (Akbar Ali, 2013). 

However, it is unfortunate that based on strategic human resource management and supply 

chain orientation, there is less long-term strategies for investment, therefore there's a dirt off strong 

human resource development and corporate practices in the country. Both sectors private as well as 

public are trying hard to cope with the situation, however the private sector because ahead of public 

sector in unleashing the human resource management practices and aligning them to supply chain 

orientation within organizations (Akbar Ali, 2013). 

In Pakistani perspective, various multinational organizations brought the concept of human 

resource management mid-90s, to quicken the industrialization in the country. The institute, named 

Pakistan institute of management contributed a lot in developing human resources in the country 

(Jamil, 2005). Therefore, following the strategic human resource management practices, the initial 

divisions and departments which were named as staff management, human resource officers, HR 

branches, and alike, they have been converted into human resource deviance and human resource 

management departments. However, the real essence of strategic human resource management is still 

missing, because human resource management practices and the true value have yet to be 

implemented in their original essence. Adaptability of the practices in various ventures of Pakistani 

culture have been carried out, and they also try to relate it with supply chain management however the 

reliance point of view exists in various ventures (Shabana, Zafar, 2010). Regarding supply chain 

orientation, the private sector human resource management practices is one of the important tests for 

adoptability (Tompkins, 2002; Stephen,2007). therefore, there is an urgent need of relevant strategic 

human resource management models which inculcate the national identity, societal values, secretarial 

harmony, and dynamics of the business to advance human resource frameworks and make them 

effective. 

The versatility of SHRM in Pakistani associations, in the light of relevant and institutional 

models (Qamar, Zafar, 2010) has been shown utilizing HRM model as proposed by Jackson and 

Schuler (1995). There is a pressing need of logical SHRM models that needs to focus around pertinent 

areas for the advancement of HR frameworks to be effective in Asian nations (Budhwar  & Debrah, 

2009). 

Supply Chain Orientation in Pakistani Perspective  

In Pakistani perspective, SCM consists of synchronized  strategies to Implement all the steps which 

are  taken for obtaining from suppliers and transform  into completed product and provide it to end-

clients. It comprises of  intensive  data collection, administration of the assets professionally, and 

estimation of implementation.  

There is a need to understand that supply chain management has its fundamental objective, 

that is to minimize the lead time and also diminish the expense of the products under consideration. 

There are various factors that influence supply chain management, and the processes related to 

logistics, transportation of material, warehousing and its maintenance, and possessing the technical 

skills for efficiency and effectiveness during the transportation arrangement. Each of the factors assist 

and support in not only bringing down the lead time, but also enhancing the quality and reducing the 

expenses in the whole chain process. The process of supply chain management Also produces an 

alignment of human resources to learn and develop in line with the steps involved in it. A collective 

connection of both the clients and the suppliers are considered as vital for the smooth flow of the 

process and production in the network (Lapre & Wasseenhove, 2003; Lin & Wu, 2005). In this way 

based on strategic human resource management, the research and advancements related to supply 

chain management provides of invin situation that it provides a learning environment in organizations 

(Weck, 2006). Other researchers are of the opinion that there is a big impact of organizational 

structural hierarchy, the condition and the relationship with suppliers, and management of the 

organization (Feller et al. (2006), therefore it is proposed that there should exist a flexibility and as 

well as a fit between organizational components including inventory management and storage, quality 

of information, learning resources availability, and the nature of information, the utility of learning, of 

responsiveness, and implementation. Additionally, there exists a lot of challenges for organizations, if 

they do not pop up with supply chain and audience it with the human resources at workplace in such a 

way that it produces efficiency and effectiveness. One of the important challenges is globalization and 

standardization. 
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Due of globalization, improvement of development innovations, new pattern of clients and 

rivalry; inventory network has gotten extremely important, and no doubt utilized as a part of 

organizational activities. An effective business element is subject to administration’s internal capacity 

as well as  to incorporate supply chain orientation in a structural setup. Therefore, SCM has accepted 

immense consideration in subsequent research. The   inventory network system has two crucial but 

scientific classifications: production network system for physical effectiveness (cost and quality); and 

secondly, production network system for responsiveness (Qi, Boyer, & Zhao, 2009). And supply 

chain orientation can have positive effect in relation to both the systems. As some researchers put 

forth that there exists a positive impact of lean operations management on fiscal indicators (Fullerton 

& Wempe, 2009). However, the organizational structure he used to be revamped in such a way that 

the quality, responsiveness and expenses are aligned in order to maximize the profitability and output 

Gunasekaran et al., 2008).  

Furthermore, production-oriented organizations can be profitable based on both explorative as 

well as exploitative inventory management systems (Kristal, et al., 2010), However it relies on the 

product quality, adaptability by the customers, convenience of handling, least expensive, and with 

great financial returns.  

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

The current study focused on strategic human resource management in line with supply chain 

orientation in Asian perspective, and the constructs were grounded resource-based school of thought 

that relies on obtaining competitive advantage for organizations. The human resource framework 

considered by various organizations and its execution through empowerment of their employees and 

workers can establish a new environment, which can be fit for the organizational working 

environment, where human resources configure themselves according to the new framework of 

learning, by reflecting the quality, reliance, positive association, and adaptability. the under the radar 

significant forces, including the team strength and the tradeoff between human resource management 

and the supply chain orientation, can help organization too not only manage inventory in a better way, 

but also enhance organizational ability to be more flexible and fit to face the challenges of 

globalization and standardization. In this way the organization can yield a lot of benefits including the 

return on investment, higher market share, employee satisfaction, and even customer retention and 

satisfaction. The supply chain orientation of the human resources in an organization strategically 

saves a lot of time, let them be much more efficiently aligned within the system, and boost their 

morale to be consistent and form in the challenging conditions.  

Future research can be conducted based on interviews from the experts of supply chain and 

the experts from HR of organizations for better understanding and insight. Research can also be 

replicated in other culture, while the role of organizational culture and organizational sociology can 

also be tested as variables. This study helps policymakers and people who are in the helm of affairs of 

strategy and supply chain, through providing an insight about co-processing and cooperating towards 

better performance and through strategically orienting human resources with supply chain, in order to 

improve quality of products and services.  
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